Engineering mammalian cell factories for improved recombinant monoclonal antibody production: lessons from nature?
In this review we consider how cell specific recombinant monoclonal antibody (Mab) production by engineered mammalian cells can be improved. Whilst it is generally recognized that Mab production is limited post-transcriptionally at folding and assembly reactions, genetic engineering strategies based on overexpression of individual chaperones or foldases in mammalian cells have not reliably increased cell specific Mab production. Given that recent studies have established that chaperones and foldases themselves exist in a large multiprotein complex, which may coordinate the sequential processing of Mabs, we propose that global expansion of all components of the secretory pathway will likely be necessary to generically improve recombinant Mab production by mammalian cells. In this context, what can be learnt from nature? Important recent studies have delineated some of the main cellular pathways involved in the differentiation of B-cells into nature's own high level Mab producers, plasma cells. This is achieved by a dramatic re-programming of cellular function where the coordinated expansion of metabolic and secretory machinery precedes Ig production, then is maintained by induction of a key intracellular signaling pathway, the unfolded protein response (UPR). Here we review genetic engineering strategies to increase cell specific production rate and discuss whether manipulation of intracellular signaling systems such as the UPR will provide a novel means to engineer mammalian cells for high level recombinant Mab production.